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San Marino Pavilion staff was officially presented to the
Tourism Minister Federico Pedini Amati

San Marino, August 2, 2021

The staff of San Marino Pavilion at Expo Dubai 2020, the Universal Exhibition that

will open on the 1st October, was officially presented to the Tourism Minister

Federico Pedini Amati.

The General Commissioner for Expo Mauro Maiani introduced the meeting by

presenting to the Minister the four managerial figures selected after a public

tender that during the six months of the event will be the responsibles of four

specific areas of competence. In detail, Letizia Cardelli will cover the role of

Director, Ilaria Brizi will take care of Public Relations, communication and

media, Elisabetta Bucci will be the technical, personnel, accreditation and
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events manager while Sara Conti has been pointed as Sales and Vip Lounge

Manager .

Mauro Maiani completed the presentation by renewing his gratitude to the

Tourism Minister for the support received throughout the Expo preparation phase

and for the constructive spirit that he demonstrated in organizing the event,

which is around the corner. “I am very proud to be here today to introduce my

team. I have perceived from everyone an enthusiasm and a very strong

commitment to the Expo project. For this reason I am sure that they will carry

out their role in the Pavilion in their best way ”.

The Minister Federico Pedini Amati, pleased with the knowledge of the new team,

continues: “Despite the hard time with the pandemic situation, San Marino did

not want to give up being part of this great appointment. It will in fact be an

event of extraordinary importance for the development and competitiveness of

the socio-economic systems severely affected by Covid19 and this will also allow

our country and our companies to present their peculiarities in a world showcase

involving more than 190 countries. We will be there and this makes us very

proud ”.

"A presence" - adds Commissioner Mauro Maiani - "decisive not only to relaunch

tourism but also to increase the attraction of foreign capital towards territorial

business chains, from large industry to start-ups, up to innovative and crafts with

the aim of attracting the best international talents and skills to the State ".

At the end of the meeting, the Pavilion team renewed its thanks to the Minister

for the trust shown in the Expo Project and proudly stated their intention to

present the history of their country to the world and promote the image of San

Marino through the creation of events and initiatives in order to attract not only

new visitors but also thriving opportunities for matching and business with

international partners.
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